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" I would like to extract the "source = "FOR BEGINNER REVIEW: " from the above text and then remove the "FOR BEGINNER
REVIEW:" in the output A: You can use grep to extract and remove a particular substring from a string #!/bin/bash echo -e "1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10" | grep "1" 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 This can be extended to extract AND remove specific substring #!/bin/bash echo -e "1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10" | grep "1" | grep -v "1 FOR BEGINNER REVIEW" 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Bitcoin is a decentralized digital currency
operating without a central bank or single administrator. The network is peer-to-peer and transactions take place between users

directly, without an intermediary. These transactions are verified by network nodes through the use of cryptography and recorded
in a public distributed ledger called a blockchain. Bitcoin was invented by an unknown person or group of people under the name
Satoshi Nakamoto and released as open-source software in 2009. There have been many variations of Bitcoin attempted, starting

with Bitcoin Cash (now called BCH) on the 1 August 2017 Hard Fork, due to a disagreement on how to scale the block size limit to
1 MB.[16] The two dominant variations are Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash, which can be considered alternative cryptocurrencies. The

use of bitcoin by criminals has attracted the attention of financial regulators, legislative bodies, law enforcement, and the
media.[22] The FBI prepared an intelligence assessment,[23] the SEC has issued a pointed warning about investment schemes

using virtual currencies,[22] and the U.S. Senate held a hearing on virtual currencies in November 2013.[24] Nobel Prize–winning
economist Joseph Stiglitz says that bitcoin's anonymity encourages money laundering and other crimes, "If you open up a hole like
bitcoin, then all the nefarious activity will go through that hole, and no government can allow that."[disputed – discuss] He's also

said that if "you regulate it so you couldn’t engage in money laundering and all that, you’ll have a good
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